
Coffee (Hot) 
Cabot Cove Original Blend (Light Roast) …………………￥650
　“Coffee By Design” from Maine, USA. Served in a pot.

Cabot Cove 10th Anniversary Blend (Dark Roast) ………￥750
　“Coffee By Design” from Maine, USA. Served in a pot.

Black Tea（Hot） …………………………………………………￥650
Ceylon tea from “Tea House TAKANO” in Jinbocho, Tokyo. Served in a pot.

Rooibos Tea（Hot）………………………………………………￥650
Non-caffeinated healthy tea using 100% organic tea leaves from the “RT Room” 
here in Oiwake Karuizawa. Served in a pot.

To share a pot of coffee or tea, an extra charge of ¥250 per person applies.

Matcha Latte （Hot） ……………………………………………￥600
Latte made with the bitter powdered green tea that is traditionally used
in the Japanese tea ceremony.

Milk（Hot or Cold）…………………………………………………￥550
Orange Juice ……………………………………………………￥550
Apple Juice………………………………………………………￥550
IZZE Sparking Grapefruit Juice …………………………￥600

BREAKFAST and BRUNCH

A. Popover & Your choice of drink…………………… ￥450
B. Popover & a Cup of Soup ………………………… ￥900
　Popover & a Bowl of Soup …………………………￥1350
Popovers are fluffy hollow bread commonly served in New England.
All popovers come with house jam and butter.

C. Fluffy Scrambled Eggs, Toast and Home Fries  ￥1200
Choice of sausage patties or bacon on the side

D. Eggs Benedict and Home Fries ……………………￥1300
A dish from New York consisting of a poached egg and ham on an English
muffin topped with a special hollandaise sauce.

DRINKS

　
Pure American Maple Syrup ………………………………￥400
Popover（comes with house jam and butter） ……………………￥450
Toast（comes with house jam and butter）…………………………￥450
Pancake（blueberry, banana and pecan, or plain）…………………￥550
Soup of the Day

Cup……………………………………………………………￥550
Bowl ……………………………………………………… ￥1000

Homemade Salad
Small …………………………………………………………￥500
Large …………………………………………………………￥900

Sausage Patties …………………………………………………￥450
Bacon ……………………………………………………………￥450
Home Fries（Fried potatoes with seasonal vegetables）…………￥450
Bowl of Fruit……………………………………………………￥650
Yogurt with Granola and Fresh Fruit ……………………￥750

SIDES

Cake of the Day ………………………………………………￥750
Strawberry Waffle（Seasonal）with Maple Flavored Syrup
……………………………………………………………………￥750

DESSERT

Tax Inclusive

E. Pancake Set with Maple Flavored Syrup …………￥1300
Choice of two pancakes: blueberry, banana and pecan, or plain. Also comes
with sausage patties or bacon on the side.

F. Strawberry Waffles （Seasonal） with Maple Flavored Syrup
Waffles with fresh strawberries and our special whipped cream.……￥1300

G. Homemade French Toast with Maple Flavored Syrup
Choice of sausage patties or bacon on the side …………………￥1100

 Good Morning !

Cabot Cove
“The forest café for breakfast”

Menu

Your choice of drink with ¥100 discount as a set meal

Your choice of drink with ¥100 discount as a set meal


